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The Transporter Infinite™ is a critical care transfer trolley designed to 
accommodate paediatric and adult patients. Each Transporter is designed to 
the specific needs of the clinical team and can house a wide range of critical 
care equipment. With the option to incorporate an independent on-board 
emergency power supply and mains charging unit, medical devices can be 
charged during transfer.

Durable and flexible in its design, the layout and positioning of critical care 
equipment can be customised through our bespoke design service, 
enabling medical teams to work directly with our R&D Team, to configure the 
medical equipment layout to meet their precise requirements.

FEATURES:

ACCREDITATIONS & SERVICES:
a  ISO 13485: Medical Device Quality Management 

a  ISO 9001: Quality Management System

a Aftersales, Health Check & Repair (additional cost)

a FEA - Simulation tested solutions

INCLUDES:
a Bespoke Design Service

a Full technical manual

a 1 year warranty

1   Framework 
Constructed from lightweight, high strength aluminium. 
Assembled with precision machined components.

2    Back Rest  
Fully adjustable up to a 70° angle, from lying flat to upright 
position.

3  Side Arms (optional) 
To protect the patient and keep in position, can be lowered for 
access and create more room for the patient if required.

4  Leg Raise 
Elevates the legs above the heart to improve blood circulation. 
Operated with ergonomic pull handle system.

5   NEW   Adaptive Lock - compatible with two-part 
ambulance floor locks    PATENT PENDING 
Secures and locks the Transporter Infinite™ into a road 
ambulance, reducing movement.

6  Anti-static Castor Wheels 
360° swivel, with foot brake. Robust, yet soft enough to reduce 
vibration.

7  Directional Lock 
Prevents wheels from rotating, improving overall control and safety 
when unloading from an ambulance. 
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a BabyPod II

INCUBATOR COMPATIBILITY:

Various equipment configurations available.
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  Ultimate flexibility in framework and equipment configuration

 Greater versatility for transfer teams

  Easy to manoeuvre

 Compatible with two-part ambulance floor locks

KEY BENEFITS:
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